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Charing Cross Hotel is a Grade II listed building in the Guomen group situated in the very center of 

London, close to both The Strand and Trafalgar Square.  

 

Figure 1 The Guomen Group Charing Cross Hotel situated in central London. 

HydroFLOW Physical Water Conditioners were selected for the Charing Cross Hotel as part of the 

£19 Million major refurbishment project completed in 1999, and in 2000 ECO Systems modified the 

original specification to enable this 239 bedroom hotel to have maximum scale protection possible 

to enable the secondary hot water and cold water systems to operate at peak energy and efficiency. 

When the boilers were opened for the first time after 6 years in September 2005, for servicing and 

cleansing, the maintenance contractors expected to find the pipes heavily contaminated with 

limescale, as they were not previously aware that any physical water conditioning has been installed 

on the water systems throughout the hotel. However there was no scale evident, yet within a half 

mile distance from this hotel, another large hotel has found hot water pipes where the scale has 

reduced the flow by as much as 50 per cent.  

 This is precisely the sort of result that we expect whenever this unique patented ECOlogical 

technology is installed to tackle limescale problems, whether in the UK or elsewhere in the 18 

countries worldwide that have practical proof of the considerable beneficial effects achieved with 

Hydro-FLOW, often in hard water conditions far worse than the UK. The result that a minimum 

amount of chemical were required to cleanse the system and a substantial time reduction in the 

shut down period to complete this work are also important factors to maintain lower maintenance 

and replacement expenditure in future years, whilst also ensuring a quicker return to full boiler 

operating capacity in a high occupancy Central London Hotel. The financial savings in this particular 

case have been equivalent to thousands of pounds over this five year period. 


